
The right choice of a project strategy is key to the success of your investment. There are three main
options of possible contract strategies. Carefully choose the one that suits your needs:

Bilfinger Tebodin is able to support you with any of those three strategies, in the roles highlighted in green. Our experts share more details about
strategies' specifics to help you understand the benefits and risks of each in your particular case.
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EPCM: 
Engineering, Procurement and Construction management

The most flexible approach to project execution in terms of timing and
budget. First, you can receive the proposal from a service provider 2-4
months faster than in case of an EPC request. Moreover, the costs
will probably be less, as there is no need for a supplier to inflate the
budget for risk mitigation. Last but not least, before the contract(s) for
construction works is/are signed, the client has very limited financial
risks in case of project cancelation.

As the project is done step by step, it lets you implement design
changes at any stage and/or refine the strategy during project
execution. This approach also allows to attract companies, specialized
in different fields – design and construction.

Only keep in mind that in case of insufficient process inputs from
your side, there is a possibility of deviation from expected parameters
in terms of quality and timing. Nevertheless, you will get the benefits of:
   > effective budget and quality management,
   > high quality design and construction,
   > effective change management,
   > opportunity to be involved in project execution at any stage.

What to start with?
Each project is unique, so there is no universal rule for choosing the
best approach. Still, we can support you whatever your choice will
be. To select reliably among available options, you need a wide
experience or a trusted partner with a decent knowledge about your
organization and targets. 

6 basic questions to correctly evaluate your case:
1.    Do you have previous experience in the market you go to?
2.    What are your expectations in terms of timing and budget?
3.    How well described is your project before the start, and 
       who is the technology owner?
4.    How much control would you like to have over the project?
5.    Do you have a professional, experienced and available 
       team in-house to coordinate the work?
6.    Guarantee obligations: are you capable of managing 
       potential claims on your own?

A big job during the project is checking of all
the documents made by an engineer - are
they in line with client's requirements and 
 meeting the cost expectations? Clients
usually do not have the capacity or
capabilities to do that. In the PMC, a separate
team is organized from both  sides - the
client and the PMC provider - with engineers
to ensure this checking. That is one of the
major added values of a PMC approach.

Roy Piek
PMC Director in Russia and CIS

PMC+C: 
Project Management Consultancy + Contractor(s) 

Consider PMC approach until you make your detailed decision about
the project approach. In this case, experienced PMC partner with
international and local construction knowledge, can act as client’s
representative during all phases of the project.

This model can be applicable for both: projects with a general
contractor or a multi-contracting approach, when a PMC partner
performs a nominal function of a general contractor coordinating
activities of subcontractors per discipline (civil, mechanical, electrical
etc.) You get the freedom to implement any changes at any stage of
your project, which will be managed by the PMC service provider. 

This approach can be implemented in a way that you obtain design
documents and a building permit prior to the contractor’s engagement
(or multiple contractors). In case you face challenges with obtaining
the permit, such an approach lowers the risks of loosing the money
you already payed in advance. You will feel more confident and secure
to sign a contacts when having your building permit in hands, right?

Before a big deal, you need some clarity with
permits. I see it most relevant for FDI agencies or
foreign companies who are new to the local market.
For them it makes sense to go step by step. A PMC
company lets them feel safer, lower the risks and
save the money: no big financial commitments
from the start, only when you are ready.

Maja Cesljevic,
Business Development director in CEE

EPC: 
Engineering, Procurement and Construction

An EPC company can take full responsibility on engineering,
procurement and construction. This model includes consolidated
liability with warranty cases, a possibility of client limited
involvement and a limited number of interfaces. 

However, be ready to wait for an offer for at least 2-4 months, as the
contractor has to monitor the market to fix the price. Project cost could
turn out to be 20-30% higher in comparison to an EPCM project
approach, as there is a large number of assumptions and provisions
for contracting, and the contactor wants to cover possible risks. After
contract signing with fixed scope of work and price list for equipment,
the contactor gets a monopoly position and further project execution is
fully in his hands.

The key factor is who holds the process
technology knowledge. If you as a client own
it, EPCM will most probably fit your project
best. If you expect technology solutions from
the contactor (e.g. power stations), EPC
company may develop them, fit the proper
equipment and provide process guarantees.

Pavel Celunda,
Process Engineering director in CEE

Get in touch with us to get advice on your future project! The journey starts from planning, and we are there to support and guide you through.
Reach Maja Cesljevic, regardless of your project location: maja.cesljevic@bilfinger.com  | mob. +381 63 281 391
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